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M1.U6.L7 Activity 1: The Algae Bloom visual
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Matching Descriptions to Graphs 

Card 1 
The value of a company’s stock doubles 
approximately every 4 years.  

The relationship between the number of years since 
purchasing the stock and the stock value. 

Matching Descriptions to Graphs

Card 5 
The value of a company’s stock triples roughly every 8 
years.  

The relationship between the number of years since 
purchasing the stock and the stock value. 

Matching Descriptions to Graphs 

Card 2 
A car loses of its value every year after purchase.4

1

The relationship between the number of years since 
purchasing the car and the value of the car. 

Matching Descriptions to Graphs

Card 6 
A laptop loses of its value every year after purchase.5

2

The relationship between the number of years since 
purchasing the laptop and the value of the laptop. 

Matching Descriptions to Graphs 

Card 3
Matching Descriptions to Graphs

Card 7

Matching Descriptions to Graphs 

Card 4
Matching Descriptions to Graphs

Card 8

CMS M1.U6.L8 Matching Descriptions to Graphs card sort
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M1.U6.L17 What’s the Rate? Growth or Decay card sort

What’s the Rate?

Card 1

The function rule

represents the𝑏(𝑥) = 200(1. 32)𝑥

amount of bacteria in a petri dish
as a function of every quarter
hour.

What’s the Rate?

Card 2

The function rule 𝑔(𝑥) = 8(2)𝑥

represents the number of
insects in a colony as a function
of the number of weeks.

What’s the Rate?

Card 3

The function rule

represents𝑚(𝑥) = 10, 000(0. 5)𝑥

the amount of money won by an
athlete during a tournament as a
function of where the athlete
placed at the end of tournament.

What’s the Rate?

Card 4

The function rule

represents the𝑑(𝑥) = 15(0. 77)𝑥

amount of a medicinal drug in the
bloodstream as a function of the
number of half hours since taking
the medication.

What’s the Rate?

Card 5

The function rule

represents𝑣(𝑥) = 12, 560(0. 85)𝑥

the value of a car in dollars as a
function of the number of years
since being purchased.

What’s the Rate?

Card 6

The function rule

represents𝑝(𝑥) = 1. 7(1. 06)𝑥

the population in thousands of a
small town as a function of the
number of years since 1970.
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Modeling Rubric1

Skill Score Notes or Comments

Proficient Developing Needs Revisiting

1. Decide
What to
Model

● Assumptions
made are clearly
identified and
justified. Resulting
limitations are
stated when
appropriate.

● Variables of
interest are clearly
identified and
chosen wisely, and
appropriate units
of measure are
used.

● Assumptions are
noted but lacking
in justification or
difficult to find.

● Variables of
interest are noted,
but may lack
justification, be
difficult to find, or
not be measured
with appropriate
units.

● No assumptions
are stated.

● No variables are
defined.

To improve at this skill, you could:
● Ask questions about the situation to understand it better
● Check the assumptions you're making to see if they're reasonable (Try asking a friend, or

imagining that you're a person involved in the scenario. Would those assumptions make
sense to you?)

● Double-check the variables you've identified: Are there other quantities in the situation that
could vary? Is there something you've identified as a variable that is actually fixed or
determined? (Remember that more abstract things like time and speed are also quantities.)

2. Formulate a
Mathematic
al Model

● An appropriate
model is chosen
and represented
clearly.

● Diagrams, graphs,
etc. are clear and
appropriately
labeled.

Parts of the model
are unclear,
incomplete, or
contain mistakes.

No model is
presented, or the
presentation
contains significant
errors.

To improve at this skill, you could:
● Check your model more carefully to make sure it really fits well
● Consider a wider variety of possible models, to find one that fits the situation better
● Think about the situation more deeply before trying to find a model
● Convince a skeptic: Pretend that you think your model is inadequate, or ask a friend to

pretend to be skeptical of it. What would a skeptic find wrong with your model? Try to fix
those things, or explain why they're not actually problems.

1 Adapted from IM 9-12 Math Algebra 1 Modeling Prompts https://curriculum.illustrativemathematics.org/HS/teachers/index.html, copyright 2019 by Illustrative Mathematics.
Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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Skill Score Notes or Comments

Proficient Developing Needs Revisiting

3. Use Your
Model to
Reach a
Conclusion

● Solution is relevant
to the original
problem.

● Reader can easily
understand the
reasoning leading
to the solution.

● Relevant details
are included like
units of measure.

Solution is not
well-aligned to the
original problem, or
aspects of the solution
are difficult to
understand or
incomplete.

No solution is
provided.

To improve at this skill, you could:
● Double-check your calculations: Show them to someone else to see if they agree, or take a

break and look at your calculations again later
● Make sure your calculations are justified by your model: Ask yourself how you decided what

to calculate, and see if your reasoning matches up with your model
● Think more deeply about what your conclusions mean in the original scenario: Imagine

you're a person involved in the scenario, or explain your conclusions to someone else and
see if they have questions

4. Refine and
Share
Your
Model

● The model’s
implications are
clearly stated.

● The limitations of
the model and
solution are
addressed.

The limitations of the
model and solution are
addressed but lacking
in depth or ignoring
key components.

No interpretation of
model and solution
is provided.

To improve at this skill, you could:
● Think more creatively about what your conclusions mean: Ask yourself "If I was involved

in this situation, what would I understand better because of these conclusions? What
would I want to do next?"

● Be skeptical of your model: What don't you like about it, and what can you do to fix
those things?

● Explain your model to someone else: Tell them how it works and why it's good. If you're
not sure how it works or why it's good, you might need to change it.
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Giving Bonuses
A project at a large company was very successful, and the company made more money
than expected as a result. Your boss has given you the task of coming up with different
methods to distribute bonuses to the 5 employees that directly worked on the project.
There is a total of $8,000 available to distribute.

The method for distributing the money will be shared with the entire company, so it is
important that the employees feel the distribution is fair.

1. Make a proposal with at least two different methods for your boss to choose from.
Describe the advantages and disadvantages of each method. Then give your
recommendation and provide an argument in its support.

2. For each of the methods you propose, which of the five employees is most likely to
complain about the method being unfair? How would you justify the method to this
employee?

M1.U6.L19 & L20

Modeling Prompt 5A
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Giving Bonuses
A project in a large company was very successful, and the company made more money
than expected as a result. Your boss has given you the task of coming up with different
methods to distribute bonuses to the 5 employees that directly worked on the project.
There is a total of $8,000 available to distribute.

Here is some information about the employees:

employee job description
hours working on project

(per week)
annual
salary

job
experience

A receptionist 40 $30,000 1 year

B
administrative

coordinator
30 $30,000 5 years

C manager 40 $80,000 3 years

D
sales

representative
40 $50,000 10 years

E
sales

representative
20 $20,000 2 years

1. Make a proposal with at least two different methods for your boss to choose from.
Outline the advantages and disadvantages of each method. Then give your
recommendation and support your argument.

2. For each of the methods you propose, which of the five employees is most likely to
complain about the method being unfair? How would you justify the method to this
employee?

M1.U6.L19 & L20

Modeling Prompt 5B
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M1.U6.L19   &   L20   Modeling   Prompt   #6  

Modeling   Prompt   6A  

● Students   using   this   prompt   can   use   the   internet   to   research   an   appropriate   geographical
location.

Shoulder   to   Shoulder  

If   all   the   people   in   the   world   huddled   together   shoulder   to   shoulder,   without   any   extra   space,  
how   much   area   would   we   all   cover?   What   geographical   location   (e.g.,   a   city,   country,   continent)  
could   theoretically   host   the   entire   human   population   without   much   space   left   over?   
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M1.U6.L19   &   L20   Modeling   Prompt   #6  

Modeling   Prompt   6B  
● Students   completing   this   prompt   should   access   the   following   location   data   sheet:

https://bit.ly/LocationData6B .

Shoulder   to   Shoulder  
If   all   8   billion   (8,000,000,000)   people   in   the   world   huddled   together   shoulder   to   shoulder,   without  
any   extra   space,   how   much   area   would   we   all   cover?   What   geographical   location   (e.g.,   a   city,   
country,   continent)   could   theoretically   host   the   entire   human   population   without   much   space   left  
over?   
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Muse Concert in Paris, France (June 23, 2007) Credit: James Cridland, Flickr. Licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 
2.0  https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/ (CC BY 2.0). 
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Women’s Rights March (January 21, 2017) Credit: Cyndy Sims Parr, Flickr. Licensed under Creative Commons 
Attribution 2.0  https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/ (CC BY 2.0). 
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Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: England vs. Brazil soccer match (January 2, 2010)
Credit: Mark Hillary, Flickr. Licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 2.0  
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/ (CC BY 2.0). 
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Chicago, IL: Obama Rally in Grant Park (November 4, 2008) Credit: Wendy Piersall, Sparkplugging.com,  Flickr. Licensed under Creative Commons 
Attribution 2.0  https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/ (CC BY 2.0). 
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Guangzhou, China train station (February 2, 2008)
Credit: Tom Booth, Flickr. Licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 2.0  
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/ (CC BY 2.0). 
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M1.U6.L19 & 20 Modeling Prompt 6B

Modeling Prompt 6B: Shoulder to Shoulder1

Location Data Sheet: List of Cities, States, and Countries

City State Country Continent Land Area
(mi2)

Land Area
(km2)

Photo (w/ link
to Google
Maps)

Beijing China Asia 1611 4172

Calgary Canada North America 327 848

Caracas Venezuela South America 114 294

Chicago Illinois USA North America 228 590

Galway Ireland Europe 21 54

1 Developed with MathAction ©2021. Materials are intended for classroom use only; distribution or use beyond individual classrooms is prohibited. For more problem based lessons visit
www.mathaction.org.
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http://www.demographia.com/db-worldua.pdf
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Beijing,+China/@39.9385449,116.1165842,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x35f05296e7142cb9:0xb9625620af0fa98a!8m2!3d39.9041999!4d116.4073963
https://www.lifeincalgary.ca/moving/calgary-facts
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Calgary,+AB,+Canada/@51.0272867,-114.3687024,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x537170039f843fd5:0x266d3bb1b652b63a!8m2!3d51.0447331!4d-114.0718831
http://www.demographia.com/db-worldua.pdf
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Caracas,+Capital+District,+Venezuela/@10.468361,-67.0307968,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8c2a58adcd824807:0x93dd2eae0a998483!8m2!3d10.4805937!4d-66.9036063
https://www.census.gov/dataviz/visualizations/026/508.php
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Chicago,+IL/@41.8333908,-88.0128375,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x880e2c3cd0f4cbed:0xafe0a6ad09c0c000!8m2!3d41.8781136!4d-87.6297982
https://statbank.cso.ie/px/pxeirestat/Statire/SelectVarVal/saveselections.asp
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Galway,+Ireland/@53.2838909,-9.1189578,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x485b93955a2d5bff:0x32b1b440a495281!8m2!3d53.270668!4d-9.0567905
http://www.mathaction.org


M1.U6.L19 & 20 Modeling Prompt 6B

Indianapolis Indiana USA North America 361 935

Lagos Nigeria Africa 386 1000

Los Angeles California USA North America 469 1215

Louisville Kentucky USA North America 325 842

New York City New York USA North America 303 785

Philadelphia Pennsylvania USA North America 134 347

Sydney Australia Australia 10 27
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https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/IN,indianapoliscitybalanceindiana/PST045219
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Indianapolis,+IN/@39.7796999,-86.2731782,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x886b50ffa7796a03:0xd68e9df640b9ea7c!8m2!3d39.768403!4d-86.158068
http://www.citypopulation.de/php/nigeria-metrolagos.php
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Lagos,+Nigeria/@6.5480356,3.1435284,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x103b8b2ae68280c1:0xdc9e87a367c3d9cb!8m2!3d6.5243793!4d3.3792057
https://www.census.gov/dataviz/visualizations/026/508.php
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Los+Angeles,+CA/@34.0201597,-118.6926106,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x80c2c75ddc27da13:0xe22fdf6f254608f4!8m2!3d34.0522342!4d-118.2436849
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/louisvillejeffersoncountybalancekentucky/PST045219
https://goo.gl/maps/q6qi52FqAjoDKyXEA
https://www.census.gov/dataviz/visualizations/026/508.php
https://www.google.com/maps/place/New+York,+NY/@40.6971477,-74.2605553,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x89c24fa5d33f083b:0xc80b8f06e177fe62!8m2!3d40.7127753!4d-74.0059728
https://www.census.gov/dataviz/visualizations/026/508.php
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Philadelphia,+PA/@40.0024133,-75.2584565,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x89c6b7d8d4b54beb:0x89f514d88c3e58c1!8m2!3d39.9525839!4d-75.1652215
https://profile.id.com.au/sydney/about
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Sydney+NSW,+Australia/@-33.8479255,150.6510966,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x6b129838f39a743f:0x3017d681632a850!8m2!3d-33.8688197!4d151.2092955


M1.U6.L19 & 20 Modeling Prompt 6B

Tucson Arizona USA North America 227 588

Washington D. C. District of
Columbia

USA North America 61 158

Florida USA North America 53,625 138,887

Ohio USA North America 40,861 105,829

Rhode Island USA North America 1,034 2,678

Texas USA North America 261,232 676,587

Botswana Africa 566,730 sq
km

Brazil South America 8,358,140
sq km
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https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/tucsoncityarizona,US/PST045219
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Tucson,+AZ/@32.1558325,-111.0242342,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x86d665410b2ced2b:0x73c32d384d16c715!8m2!3d32.2226066!4d-110.9747108
https://www.census.gov/geographies/reference-files/2010/geo/state-area.html
https://www.census.gov/geographies/reference-files/2010/geo/state-area.html
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Washington,+DC/@38.8935124,-77.1550044,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x89b7c6de5af6e45b:0xc2524522d4885d2a!8m2!3d38.9071923!4d-77.0368707
https://www.census.gov/geographies/reference-files/2010/geo/state-area.html
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Florida/@27.5219278,-88.3106813,6z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x88c1766591562abf:0xf72e13d35bc74ed0!8m2!3d27.6648274!4d-81.5157535
https://www.census.gov/geographies/reference-files/2010/geo/state-area.html
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Ohio/@40.3416146,-84.9181655,7z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8836e97ab54d8ec1:0xe5cd64399c9fd916!8m2!3d40.4172871!4d-82.907123
https://www.census.gov/geographies/reference-files/2010/geo/state-area.html
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Rhode+Island/@41.5559497,-72.0597321,9z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x89e43514620ed70f:0x1e4e18bce7c106e7!8m2!3d41.5800945!4d-71.4774291
https://www.census.gov/geographies/reference-files/2010/geo/state-area.html
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Texas/@31.0904789,-104.581797,6z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x864070360b823249:0x16eb1c8f1808de3c!8m2!3d31.9685988!4d-99.9018131
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Botswana/@-22.2805024,20.1795615,6z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x1ea44321d1452211:0xf1647c2a8715af7b!8m2!3d-22.328474!4d24.684866
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Brazil/@-13.697869,-69.7508838,4z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x9c59c7ebcc28cf:0x295a1506f2293e63!8m2!3d-14.235004!4d-51.92528


M1.U6.L19 & 20 Modeling Prompt 6B

Jamaica North America 10,831 sq
km

Monaco Europe 2 sq km

Singapore Asia 709.2 sq km

Tonga Australia 717 sq km
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https://www.google.com/maps/place/Jamaica/@18.1185195,-77.8379813,9z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x8eda2a1bc6cf719d:0x59a0d1c0b5120efa!8m2!3d18.109581!4d-77.297508
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Monaco/@43.7378501,7.4082999,14z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x12cdc26f7b3f8531:0x74f7784c3ac49cfc!8m2!3d43.7384176!4d7.4246158
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Singapore/@1.3139961,103.7038188,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x31da11238a8b9375:0x887869cf52abf5c4!8m2!3d1.352083!4d103.819836
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Tonga/@-18.6076469,-176.8557531,7z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x7193b644bb9fd01d:0xf36dcccac55ee2a9!8m2!3d-21.178986!4d-175.198242


Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools Math 1. Unit 6. Lesson 21 Student

Name: Period: Date:
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

End-of-Unit 6 Student Survey
1. Ending this unit I feel … (this question could be answered with pictures, words, etc.)

2. How much did you know about the content of this unit before starting?

a. A great deal b. A little c. Not much

Feel free to share more:

3. After finishing the unit did your knowledge in the content:

a. Increase greatly b. Increase a little c. Stay the Same

Feel free to share more:

4. What was most frustrating for you while learning during this unit?

a. Materials Used b. Teacher strategies c. Technology d. Other: ________

Feel free to share more:

5. What boosted your confidence in math during this unit?

a. Materials Used b. Teacher strategies c. Technology d. Other: ________

Feel free to share more:
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Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools Math 1. Unit 6. Lesson 21 Student

6. What connections do you think the concepts from this unit make to the world around you?

7. What did your level of engagement and participation during the unit tell you about yourself and the way
you see yourself and your abilities in math?

8. How would you like to improve in the next unit?

9. How can your teacher support your goals for improvement in the next unit?

10. I’d like my Math 1 teacher(s) to know that I want them to continue ________

11. Please share anything else you’d like regarding your experiences in this unit and your feelings about
the upcoming unit.
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Desmos Regression Steps

Linear Regression Exponential Regression

● Access the Desmos graphing
calculator
(www.desmos.com/calculator), click
the + icon in the top left corner, and
select “table.”

● Enter the data into the table. The
points will be graphed, creating the
scatter plot. Adjust the graph settings
manually or by using the “zoom fit”
feature.

● To calculate the equation for the line of
best fit (the regression equation), go to
the next line. Type “y1~mx1+b”. This
will appear as y1~mx1+b, as shown.

● The following will be displayed:
○ the statistics: in which the correlation coefficient, ,𝑟

can be found
○ the parameters of (the slope) and (the𝑚 𝑏

y-intercept)
○ the graph of the equation displayed with the scatter

plot
● Substitute the values of the parameters determined by

Desmos into the slope-intercept form for a linear function.

● Access the Desmos graphing
calculator
(www.desmos.com/calculator), click
the + icon in the top left corner, and
select “table.”

● Enter the data into the table. The
points will be graphed, creating the
scatter plot. Adjust the graph settings
manually or by using the “zoom fit”
feature.

● To fit an exponential function to your
data, go to the next line and type
“y1~a*b^x1.” This will appear as

, as shown.𝑦1 ∼ 𝑎 · 𝑏
𝑥
1

● Select “Log Mode” when the option appears.
● The following will be displayed:

○ the statistics: in which the correlation coefficient, r,
can be found, along with the determination
coefficient, r2.

○ the parameters of a (initial value) and b (multiplier).
○ the graph of the equation displayed with the scatter

plot.
● Substitute the values of the parameters determined by

Desmos into the exponential equation .𝑦 = 𝑎 · 𝑏𝑥
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http://www.desmos.com/calculator
http://www.desmos.com/calculator
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